










Kislak Fellow, Fr. David Orique from the University of Oregon, studied this manuscript written by Bartolomé de las Casas (1484-1566), a Spanish Dominican priest, first bishop of Chiapas, Mexico, and advocate of the rights of indigenous people of the Americas. Although he originally planned to research Las Casas' epistemological development by comparing this document, found in the Library's Jay I. Kislak Collection, with Las Casas' writings from 1516, Orique's research indicates that the letter was actually written in 1542, not in 1528 as originally believed. 



Bartolomé de Las Casas, 1484-1566. Parecer de Fray Bartolomé de las Casas (Opinion of Friar Bartolomé de Las Casas), 1542.



Bartolomé de Las Casas was born in Seville in 1484, where he was educated in Latin and letters from 1493 to 1498, and then pursued initial canon law studies in Salamanca in preparation for the priesthood.  After reception of minor orders and the tonsure, he immigrated in 1502 to Hispaniola where he worked for four years as a doctrinero and as a provisioner in his father’s business. Following ordination to the secular priesthood in Rome in 1507, he returned to the New World as a chaplain and encomendero. His 1514 conversion experience resulted in a lifelong commitment to justice for the Indigenous on both sides of the Atlantic. In Spain, as a Crown-appointed (1516) “Universal Protector of all of the Indigenous in the Indies,” the cleric-activist proposed significant reform plans (1516) for the islands of Hispaniola, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, and Cuba, as well as a peasant immigration project (1518). In addition, he earned a Bachillerato in Salamanca (by 1516) and a Licenciatura in Valladolid (by 1519) in canon law. He initiated a peaceful colonization project in the New World at Cumaná (1521) and, after its tragic failure, entered the Dominican mendicant order (1522). After studies in scripture, philosophy, and theology, Friar Bartolomé continued to advocate for peaceful methods of evangelization, and to insist that the principal end of Spain’s presence in the New World was the salvation of the Indigenous. His statements, writings, and actions in Hispaniola, Mexico, Nicaragua, and Guatemala both promoted pro-Indigenous activism on the part of many as well as provoked opposition from others.

 

In 1540, Las Casas returned to Spain to inform the emperor personally about the tragic and disastrous situation in which the Indigenous lived and labored. In April-May 1542, Las Casas’s oral and written narrations of the facts to the concerned emperor and to his specially-convened Junta included a shocking Larguísima relación of the evils and harms done, a voluminous Memorial de remedios, and a clarifying Conclusiones sumarias sobre el remedio de las Indias. Las Casas then wrote the present manuscript—an opinion or Parecer—during July-August, and orally presented this document to Emperor Charles V and the Junta in early September. In this concise culminating statement, Las Casas advised and reminded them of the major issues requiring legislation: the Indigenous’ status as vassals of the Crown; the settlement of the Spaniards; the abolition of slavery; the character of conquests and of future discoveries, as well as the necessity of peaceful evangelization in word and deed. Because of his watchful interventions and substantive contributions to this legislative process, Las Casas indeed “made” the 1542 New Laws of the Indies. [See also the commentary about Ms. 191 in Section 244 of the Kislak Collection.]
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[Ms. Folio 1]



An Opinion of Bartolomé de Las Casas This first English translation of the original sixteenth-century manuscript, which benefited from twenty-first-century technology, corrects several errors in previous Spanish publications. For the first Spanish transcription, which was done in the nineteenth century, and for a twentieth-century transcription of this Parecer de Bartolomé de las Casas, see Antonio María Fabié, Vida y escritos de Don Bartolomé de las Casas, Obispo de Chiapa, (Madrid, 1879), 2:667-72, and Fray Bartolomé de las Casas, Obras completas: Cartas y memoriales, eds. Paulino Castañeda Delgado, et al. (Madrid, 1995), 13:116-18. 







About the Indians

In all that concerns the remedy for the Indians of all the Indies and the manner to do so that they may become Christians and preserve their lives and liberty, and that the Spaniards may not end up destroying them, there is no other way or method or order except that your Majesty might incorporate them in the royal Crown as your vassals—which they are, abolishing all of the encomiendas established in all the Indies, and not granting one or another Indian to any Spaniard for encomienda—not as vassal, or in feud, or in any other manner, because, according to long and very certain experience, whatever way the Spaniards take, they will kill and destroy them [the Indigenous] out of their covetousness to possess gold and riches. And, therefore, [for Your Majesty] to do otherwise is contrary to the law of God, grave mortal sin, and of greatest prejudice to and destruction of Your Majesty’s royal patrimony. 



About the Habitation of the Spaniards

The settlement and habitation of the Spaniards in the Indies is very necessary, as much for the conversion and good order of the Indians as for the maintenance of the state and of the dominion of your Majesty and the kings of Castile in the Indies. This settlement and habitation of the Spaniards in those said kingdoms and lands can be done very well and sustained without encomiendas or service of Indians—as in all the other parts of the world, settlements were made without using Indians; moreover, one does not read in any scripture that those who went to settle in new lands might tyrannize and oppress the people found in them, and might use the inhabitants against their will—in prejudice and detriment to their liberty, their very lives, and their women and children—unless they [the settlers] were tyrants, and charlatans, and robbers as was Nembroth who oppressed the people—just as, until today, has been and is being done in the Indies. Nembroth refers to Nimrod who was cited in Genesis 10:8-9 and was considered the traditional founder of the Babylonian monarchy. According to legend about Babylon, this descendant of Noah excelled as a tyrant, mason, and conqueror. In the partial reproduction of this legend, the biblical author condemns the arrogance of humans everywhere and the crimes they commit; instead of solving problems of justice in their societies, these men pursued earthly glory.



This then is the manner to support the said settlement and habitation of the Spaniards: Your Majesty ought to grant many privileges to such settlers—especially to farmers and hardworking and diligent laborers: giving them many and very large lands, waters, and woodlands—but not taking from the Indians what they have and might be necessary for their own fields and sustenance; [Ms. Folio 2] also giving the settlers some cattle, sheep, oxen, carts, hoes, and plow shears, as well as exemptions for twenty years, and many other things that we wrote about in particular in the 18th remedy of those that we gave. Las Casas refers here to the 18th particular remedy for the mainland (tierra firme) in his Conclusiones sumarias sobre el remedio de las Indias. Discovered in 1992, this manuscript is the requested summary of the lengthy Memorial de remedios that Las Casas presented to the emperor and to the special Junta during the process of legislating the New Laws for the Indies. Las Casas wrote the Conclusiones sumarias sometime before May 22, 1542.

 Also give them as favors that the houses and the town, where they [the Spaniards] settle, might be built by the Indians—and that the said Indians might do this in place of the tributes that they must give Your Majesty; thus, the Indians would not pay any tribute for as much time as might seem just, reasonable, and not harmful in the judgment of the Audiencias, the bishop, and the religious, who in this matter have jurisdiction, in order that the Indians might be exempted and consoled.

In such a case, I affirm that in many parts of the Indies, with only the third of the tributes and benefits that a Christian now has and brings to the Indies, a pueblo of forty vecinos would be built that might have at least a hundred and twenty persons; and, in many parts, there will be persons who with the said third of what they bring could build two pueblos. Vecinos were male citizens who were qualified to vote.

  And thus, Your Majesty will have the two parts, of course, of the profits that today you do not have; and in place of a Christian or settler who before—it must truly be said—would destroy and not settle; rather, in your Indies, Your Majesty will send and establish 120 and 200 settlers who truly will settle the land, and not be depopulators and destroyers of it. And this third is enough for two years of expenses for the said farmers and settlers, and, after the two years have passed, Your Majesty will have it all. And thus it seems quite clear how inestimably profitable this settlement will be to Your Majesty, and how you will be served by countless Indians and by great numbers of Christians—not as now when they destroy one another.

Your Majesty will be able to give favors for several years to some selected persons—fifty thousand maravedís to one, a hundred to another, more to others, and less to others, in order to help them settle the land until they establish themselves. Maravedis were first issued as gold coins in Spain during the twelfth-century in areas controlled by Berber Muslim rulers. Later, as a subunit of the Spanish real, they were issued throughout Spain as copper coins. At the time of the Parecer, the real consisted of approximately thirty-four maravedis. 

 And also order them to be loaned or pledged some black slaves for whom they ought to pay within three or four years—or as your royal will and favor might be, and in which you will receive many helps and favors. When Las Casas realized (possibly as early as 1546) that Africans had been captured and enslaved unjustly, he denounced this human trafficking as severely as he did the enslavement of the Amerindians. A little known fact is that he was the first to condemn the African slave trade.

 Although giving the monies is not very necessary for the said settlement because it will be done without it, yet we confess that giving it to them for some time will be beneficial and the said settlement will grow more. In the event that Your Majesty may do the said favor, [Ms. Folio 3] let it be that your officials pay the said monies—and these be not exchanged in the form of Indians, so that the Christians may not use the occasion to do them [the Indigenous] harms. 



About the [Indian] Slaves 

Concerning what to do about the slaves, Your Majesty must inviolably command and institute by pragmatic sanction—decreed in [the Audiencia of] the Grados of Seville and in all the Indies—that, for no cause or reason from henceforth in perpetuity, no one shall be made a slave, even though they might commit some crimes—no matter how grave these may be, and might rebel against Your Majesty—except that the guilty or most culpable may be given other penalties, which ought to be given according to law and justice. The Audiencia de los Grados de Sevilla functioned as a court of appeal in civil and criminal matters in the city of Seville and in Spain. Established in 1525 by Charles V, this body had jurisdiction over judicial, but not governmental, matters—unlike its predecessor, the Audiencia de Galicia, which assisted in the governance of both its city and the land. In this manuscript, Las Casas refers to the Audiencia simply as los Grados de Sevilla.

 And that the irons, which there are today, be broken and removed, and that no one dare to use them under pain of death. Hierros refers to shackles and chains used by the Spaniards to terrorize and to enslave the Indigenous, as well as to prevent their escape.

  Because, by this prohibition and decree, the great insults and sins of the Christians will be excused that until now they have done—because of the yearning they have to make slaves—and [which caused] great and frightful deaths and atrocities, and perditions to bodies and souls of the said Indians, and as well as great diminishment of the Indian vassals and of the royal patrimony of Your Majesty. 

Concerning those already enslaved, because all those there are enslaved in the Indies until today have been enslaved against all law and justice, and against the expressed provisions and orders of Your Majesty and of past kings, Your Majesty is obliged by precept and divine law to declare them all free, because thus they are—as here in Your royal presence we will prove.  And still you should order them [the Spaniards] to rectify the imprisonment and injuries that they [Indigenous] have suffered, and which they suffered after being unjustly made slaves; but, because doing this at once would perhaps cause some great tribulation or scandal, it seems well to me that Your Majesty may submit and entrust it to the Royal Audiencias or their Presidents, and order them to take with the greatest efficiency all ways and means possible to liberate them [the Indigenous], and may free and declare them as such—every one, whenever, and wherever they may see that it can be done without noticeable scandal—and not by anyone, but by the great. This may be a reference to the title of grandee, which, in times past, designated noblemen of the highest rank.





About the Conquests and Discoveries

This term or name “conquest” for all the lands and kingdoms of the Indies, discovered or to be discovered, is a tyrannical, mohammedan, abusive, improper, and infernal term and word, because, in all the Indies, there must not be conquests [as those of] … the Moors of Africa, or the Turks, or heretics who possess our lands, persecute the Christians, and work to destroy our holy Faith—but rather there must be the preaching of the gospel of Christ, [Ms. Folio 4] spreading of the Christian religion, and converting of souls—for which armed conquest is not necessary, but only persuasion by gentle and divine words, and by examples and deeds of a holy life. And, consequently, the condemnable requerimientos that they have been done until today are not necessary. The requerimiento was devised and legislated in 1513 in order to insure that the Spaniards did not wage unjust wars in the Indies. The Spaniards were ordered to read this legal document to the Indigenous before they could justifiably begin any kind of hostile behavior against the Amerindians. Read—ironically—in Spanish, this juridical manifesto “informed” the Indigenous of their obligations: to acknowledge the supremacy of the church and the sovereignty of the pontiff’s delegates—the monarchs, and to allow the faith to be preached to them. This “notification” also “informed” the Indigenous that their immediate non-compliance would result in punitive measures such as subjugation by fire and sword, enslavement, and “all the harm and damage that [the Spaniards] can do.” In actuality, the requerimiento legitimized armed conquest.

 Neither must this business be called conquest, but rather the preaching of the Faith, and conversion, and salvation of these unbelievers who are capable without any delay to receive Jesus Christ as universal Creator, and Your Majesty as Catholic and blessed king. Both Cajetan and Las Casas categorized the Indigenous as those unbelievers (infieles) who lived in lands where the gospel had never been preached.

 And this is your pro proprio and Christian name of this business of the Indies. Pro propio means the particular and defining characteristic, in this case, of the principal end of the Spanish presence in the New World, which was the conversion and salvation of the Indigenous.



Concerning the lands and peoples that are yet to be discovered and are totally unknown by sea and by land, well it is that Your Majesty, at your expense, may always have ships to discover them, sending in them six distinguished religious, and twenty or thirty sailors—not just anyone but selected persons—with a captain.  And whatever land may be discovered, let them take possession juridically, so that no [other] Christian king may interfere with legal right to it. 

In what concerns going on shore and dealing with the inhabitants, nothing may be done without the opinion or decision of the religious. And trade-goods, either of the king or of the company of the persons who might go there to trade, will be brought. Concerning the expenses His Majesty might be able to pay or help to pay, they should carry a certain quantity [of the merchandise] that may be given on behalf of Your Majesty to the Indian lords and key individuals, in order that they may be inclined and motivated to love you, and to wish to know and serve you.  And, above all, they should work to leave the Indians very content and friends, and not give them [any] small nor great occasion of scandal or unpleasantness, [and that] Your Majesty order that whoever might do this would incur very great penalties.  And if it might seem to the religious that they ought to stay in the land as apostles of God, they must stay—and the ship will return to give the news to the royal Audiencia so that it might dispatch [the news] so that, from there, Your Majesty may learn of it.

Concerning the lands already discovered but not penetrated, and in which the people and their secrets are not known: may they [the Indigenous] begin to be converted and won over by religious through preaching, good works, examples, and giving them presents and gifts from trade goods on behalf of Your Majesty. And after abatement of the horror and fear that the Indians have of the cruelty and infamies of the said Christians, the Christians will begin to negotiate with them [Ms. Folio 5] through trade goods, commerce, and contract, and thus the Christians will earn the Indians’ love and friendship. And beginning this conversion, preaching, and pacification from the most proximate province or town of Christians, they [the Spaniards] will be able, as time passes, to make Christian pueblos deeper into the lands, according to the disposition, happiness, and richness that there might be in the lands, until they have extended themselves and penetrated into all of the interior of the mainland, and the Indians are brought to the knowledge of their God and ours, and to the vassalage and lordship of Your Majesty, according to what we said at more length in the remedies for [the mainland]. See the general and particular remedies of the 1542 Conclusiones sumarias.

 This preaching and conversion for many leagues of land must be initiated from the Island of Trinidad, from Cumana that is on the Pearl [Coast], from Cabo de la Vela, from Venezuela and the other settlements that are there, from the new kingdom of Granada—throwing out those tyrants who there now destroy and assail those lands and people, from Nata by the south coast, and from Nicoya—through Nicaragua and in Peru through the accessible parts, and thus in all the other kingdoms of the mainland. Let it be ordered with great penalties and rigorous implementation that no one may give scandal, or do evil or harm, to the Indians in any way.

[In] the lands where there are captains conquering, [and] with whom, on the basis of false reports, Your Majesty made trading contracts and agreements while they [the captains] were killing, robbing, destroying, and scandalizing those innocent people, and consequently inexpiably offending God and doing disservice to Your Majesty, it is proper then that Your Majesty may order them to cease the said unjust wars and tyrannies that they do. And if this land is for settling, let them settle in it, working to pacify the Indians as much as may be possible, and living there by means of trade and agreement until their service may be proven to Your Majesty. And, if they might not want to settle, may they then leave the land and go to settle in whichever of the other provinces where Christian Spaniards might be. Your Majesty is not obliged to keep or comply with any or none of the said agreements or contracts: for one, because they are based on false and bad reports and, consequently, they are invalid before the law; for another, because the [contracts and agreements] they hold and execute [in bad faith, and thus result] in great offenses against God and most grave mortal sins, and in destruction of those people and of the patrimony and royal dominion of Your Majesty.   Fray Bartolomé de las Casas. At the end of the original manuscript—after Las Casas’ signature, someone other than Las Casas penned a comment: bárbaro parecer en todo, which can be translated as “a bold opinion in all respects” or as “a barbarous opinion in all respects.” According to contemporary scholarship, this holographic notation corresponds to the handwriting of Juan de Sámano (1524-1558), who was secretary to the Council of the Indies during the era of the New Laws (1542-1543). Sámano may have written this remark on the manuscript during that time or, perhaps, at a later date.
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